Equitorials trains more than 400 students
in just six months since its inception.
Mumbai, 1st Dec’2011: Equitorials has added one more feather to its cap. The number of students trained by Team
Equitorials has crossed 400 (421 to be precise). This is a huge achievement by team Equitorials given the fact it has been
less than 6 months since the formal launch of the company. The trained students are not only from Mumbai but all over
Maharashtra.
Commenting on the achievement Sageraj Bariya, Managing Partner said: “We are happy with the development so far. It
shows that we are on the right track. Our motto from day-one has been “Teach what we practise” and that is also
reflected in our slogan “Bridging Education and Profession”. 400 students in less than 6 months clearly shows the
acceptability of our products and speaks volumes about our quality”.
With well-known, practicing industry professionals as its faculty, Equitorials is uniquely positioned to take the advantage
of rising mismatch between industry demand of skilled individuals and education institutions’ supply of untrained
manpower.
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About Equitorials: Equitorials is a training institute offering a bouquet of highly skill-based short-term workshop based
modules mainly pertaining to stock markets for students as well as investors. Equitorials has been founded by
professionals who have practiced the art of investments for a cumulative of 25 years. We believe in educating our
participants based on the practical knowledge and experience that we have acquired over the years, rather than
following the theoretical, bookish approach to investment.
The faculty of Equitorials comes from diverse backgrounds such as Equity Research Analysis, Fund Management and
Investment Advisory. We have seen all the phases of the market, going from gloom to boom to bust to recovery and are
uniquely positioned to share our knowledge with our participants. We have conducted a number of activities educating
people about stock market investing. We are regulars on the lecture circuit of MBA institutes, and also on television and
print media. We have trained hundreds of corporate professionals and stock market participants through investment
seminars.
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